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【Purpose and Background of the Research】
We have been accumulated a number of
knowledge on smart photoresponsive films that
exhibit molecular alignment and morphology
evolutions in response to light. However, the
investigations so far are limited to large area
film systems. This project is planned to deal with
mesoscopically (10 – 100 nm regime) restricted
films prepared by a super-inkjet system (whole
area divided) and surface wrinkling (patterned
area divided). The materials will involve
polymer blends, block copolymers, organicinorganic hybrid materials. This project is
intended to elucidate the characteristic
morphology formation of phase separation
structure whose feature size is less or
comparable to the total film size. Based on the
precise understandings of the film properties,
the project also intends to create new
photoresoponsive materials via introducing
photoreactive unit such as azobenzene.
【Research Methods】
Mesoscale sized film will be prepared with a
recently developed super-inkjet apparatus
which is able to eject a droplet of sub-femtoliter
levels. This allows formation of a film of less
than one mirometer (mesoscopic film). Using
this method, phase separation behaviors of the
resulting films of polymer blends, block
copolymers and organic-inorganic hybrids will
be evaluated.
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【Expected Research Achievements and
Scientific Significance】
New and versatile possibilities in pattern
formation are proposed in this project, which is
expected to contribute a great deal to polymer
chemistry, physics and processing technologies.
Based on the knowledge obtained, the
fabrication of more precisely designed
photoresponsive materials for photomechanical
functions is anticipated.
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The surface wrinkling formed on an
elastomer film is a subject of intensive study in
recent years. In this project, we will use a
various type of photoresponseive polymer thin
films as the top coat layer. We expect that the
patterned photomodulatins of the top layer can
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